If you know apples you know that a McIntosh bunches up to its stem, swells so close it nearly touches, you'd never mistake it for a Spartan, shaped like a bowl at its navel, if you know apples you know that the flesh of a Spy is tinged amber, like leaves after frost, that a Talman Sweet is not sweet but unique like an old Appalachian woman who is wholly herself, if you cut apples lengthwise you find the part you don't eat, the star holding seeds, a star at the heart of all apples.

If you know apples you know it was October when the snake spoke, the leaves burning primary red, maple scenting each breath, exile and sin unconceived, it was October and Eve only wanted that plump mystery in her palm, crisp spray on her palate, the star in white flesh, the starfull of seeds, she only wanted to know apples.
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- an edited collection important and effective intervenor facta prepared for the Supreme Court of Canada
- includes excerpts from corresponding Supreme Court judgments
- includes editorial commentary on the impact of the facts on the decision-making process
- represents one of the most significant historical accounts of the evolution of the equality and women's rights movements in Canada
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This volume examines the impacts of the dramatic spending cuts on women and their families across the province, as well as explores some of the ways women and women's organizations have responded to the challenges presented by the current economic climate. By exposing some of the myths in fiscal policy development and critiquing social policy reform, this book is an important resource tool for women, community groups, or anyone interested in understanding the process of current social policy reform and its impact on the lives of people everywhere.
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